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ABSTRACT

1.

The recent diversification of telephony infrastructure allows users
to communicate through landlines, mobile phones and VoIP phones.
However, call metadata such as Caller-ID is either not transferred
or transferred without verification across these networks, allowing
attackers to maliciously alter it. In this paper, we develop PinDr0p,
a mechanism to assist users in determining call provenance — the
source and the path taken by a call. Our techniques detect and measure single-ended audio features to identify all of the applied voice
codecs, calculate packet loss and noise profiles, while remaining
agnostic to characteristics of the speaker’s voice (as this may legitimately change when interacting with a large organization). In
the absence of verifiable call metadata, these features in combination with machine learning allow us to determine the traversal of
a call through as many as three different providers (e.g., cellular,
then VoIP, then PSTN and all combinations and subsets thereof)
with 91.6% accuracy. Moreover, we show that once we identify
and characterize the networks traversed, we can create detailed fingerprints for a call source. Using these fingerprints we show that
we are able to distinguish between calls made using specific PSTN,
cellular, Vonage, Skype and other hard and soft phones from locations across the world with over 90% accuracy. In so doing, we
provide a first step in accurately determining the provenance of a
call.

The current telephony infrastructure allows users to communicate using a variety of technologies. Circuit switched landlines
continue to provide telephony to the majority of homes and businesses. Mobile phones now offer service to more than four billion
users [54]. Voice over IP (VoIP) allows users to inexpensively communicate with each other irrespective of the geographical distances,
with systems such as Skype [10] currently serving over 400 million
users [8]. Each of these telecommunication networks adopt their
own set of standards, from the underlying transport protocols to
the codecs used to transmit media. Yet, they seamlessly interact
through a variety of conversion mechanisms. A call may traverse
multiple such networks, taking advantage of the benefits offered by
each before reaching its final destination.
The diversification of telephony infrastructure significantly reduces the integrity associated with call metadata, such as CallerID [1], as it is either not transferred across these networks or is
transferred without verification. This allows easy manipulation of
metadata by hardware and software including soft phones on desktop computers. For example, between January 21st and 26th of
2010, customers of banks in four states received calls asking them
to reveal personal information including credit card and PIN details. Many of these attacks use VoIP phones to anonymously and
inexpensively dial a large number of customers while forging the
Caller-IDs of these banks [30].
In this paper, we develop PinDr0p1 , an infrastructure to assist
users in determining the provenance of a call — the source and
the path taken by a call. Through a combination of signal processing and machine learning, we show that regardless of the claimed
source, the audio delivered to the receiver exhibits measurable features of the networks through which the call was delivered. For
example, calls that traverse a VoIP network experience packet loss
that results in perceivable effects in the final call audio. Such artifacts are noticeably absent in calls that have only traversed cellular or Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTNs). In particular,
the codec transformations applied by multiple intermediary PSTNs,
VoIP and cellular networks, in combination with packet loss and
noise characteristics, allow us to develop profiles for various call
sources based solely on features extracted from the received audio. In the absence of any verifiable metadata, these features offer
a means of developing source fingerprints that help compare and
distinguish different incoming calls.
We make the following contributions:
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INTRODUCTION

1
Our mechanisms take advantage of audio and path artifacts that,
like the sound made by the drop of a pin, are largely inaudible to
the human ear.

1

• Identify robust source and network path artifacts extracted
purely from the received call audio: We show that the received call audio provides extractable features that are strong
identifiers of the networks that the call has traversed, allowing us to determine the provenance of a call. These include
degradations (packet loss in VoIP) and noise characteristics
of codecs unique to each network.

Proxy
Internet

• Develop call provenance classifier architecture: We develop a multi-label machine learning classifier based on the
extracted features to correctly identify the provenance of an
incoming call with 91.6% accuracy with as little as 15 seconds of audio. Because PinDr0p does not rely on metadata
available in some networks (e.g., VoIP) or cryptography, it is
more readily deployable across the diverse devices and networks that make up modern telephony systems.

GW

PSTN
GW

Figure 1: A high-level description of modern telephony systems. Note that a call between two endpoints may cross a variety of networks. At each gateway, calls are re-encoded using
that network’s codec.

• Demonstrate our robustness in identifying call provenance
for live calls: We make calls using PSTN phones, cellular
phones, Vonage, Skype and other soft phones from locations
across the world and are able to distinguish between them
with 90% accuracy with only a small sample being labeled.
As we increase the number of such labels we are able to
distinguish between these calls with 100% accuracy. This
demonstrates that PinDr0p makes VoIP-based phishing attacks harder and provides an important first step towards a
Caller-ID alternative.

Codec
G.711
GSM-FR
iLBC
Speex
G.729

Networks
PSTN, VoIP
Cellular
VoIP
VoIP
VoIP

Applications
Standard Telephony
Cellular Telephony
VoIP over Cable
XBox Live
SkypeOut/SkypeIn

Table 1: Audio Codecs and their typical deployment. G.711 is
widely used in both PSTN and VoIP networks
.

We note that while our approach does not provide the same guarantees as the use of end-to-end cryptography, it is also not encumbered with the difficulties of key distribution, management and the
requirement that both endpoints are capable of such operations.
The guarantees provided by our approach are instead more akin
to traceback techniques from IP networks [41]. However, PinDr0p
does not mandate the modification of the core infrastructure to attach additional metadata in-transit as our provenance information is
extracted directly from the received audio. While adversaries may
attempt to modify their attack in order to circumvent PinDr0p (e.g.,
change codecs, replicate the noise profile and change the physical location from which an attack is launched to match packet loss
characteristics), our approach significantly increases the difficulty
of successfully launching such an attack and improves the chances
of identifying an attacker.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides background information on telephony networks and codecs;
Section 3 discusses the details of our proposed call provenance
mechanism; Section 4 details our experimental setup and results;
Section 5 presents experimental results from a real-world attack
scenario; Section 6 offers further insight into our scheme and discusses trade-offs and limitations; Section 7 presents related work;
Section 8 provides concluding remarks and future work.

2.

GW

Cellular

private links are tightly controlled to ensure near zero packet loss.
Like PSTN systems, cellular networks have a circuit switched core,
with portions currently being replaced by IP links. While these
networks can have considerably different technologies deployed in
their wireless interfaces, their cores are extremely similar. Finally,
VoIP networks by name run on top of IP links and generally share
the same paths as all other Internet-based traffic. Accordingly, VoIP
systems virtually always experience packet loss.
Voice is encoded and decoded in each of these networks using
a variety of codecs. Specific codecs are selected for different networks based on competing goals including sound quality, robustness to noise and bandwidth requirements. While a large number
of codecs exist, we describe and study the five most commonly used
narrowband codecs in this work. We summarize these codecs and
their typical environments in Table 1.
The codec used all over the world in PSTNs is G.711 [47], with
North America and Japan using the mu-law compression algorithm
and Europe and the rest of the world using A-law. Both the algorithms generate a 64 kbps (20 ms audio frames) Constant Bit
Rate (CBR) stream for speech sampled at 8kHz, which is relatively
bandwidth intensive when compared to other codecs. In cellular
networks, the GSM full rate (GSM-FR) [22] codec was the first
digital cellular coding standard and is still widely used in networks
around the world. Unlike G.711, which is a waveform coder, GSMFR uses predictive coding, which is more common among modern
codecs and allows a large reduction in bandwidth requirements,
with GSM-FR having an average bit rate of 13 kbps.
A plethora of codecs have been specifically designed for VoIP
systems. The Internet Low Bit-rate codec (iLBC) [20] is extremely
robust to packet losses and operates on a bit rate of 13.33 kbps (30
ms audio frames) and 15.20 kbps (20 ms audio frames). iLBC is a
mandatory standard for VoIP over Cable and is also used by Google
Voice and Skype [10]. Speex [6] is a Variable Bit Rate (VBR)

BACKGROUND

Telephony networks are exceedingly complex systems. While
once designed, manufactured and run by a single company, today’s
networks are an elaborate combination of many different technologies. We offer a very high-level description of these systems, how
voice is encoded in them and the transformations that occur as voice
crosses between different classes of networks.
As shown in Figure 1, there are three general classes of telephony
networks. PSTNs represent traditional circuit-switched telephony
systems. These networks are generally characterized by lossless
connections and high fidelity audio. While pieces of the core of
some of these networks are being replaced by IP connections, these
2
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codec that supports a wide range of bit-rates from 2.15 kbps to 44
kbps and uses 20 ms audio frames. Speex, in addition to being
supported on many VoIP soft phones, is commonly used in gaming
teleconferencing systems such as Xbox Live [7]. A large number
of VoIP systems also use G.729 (10 ms audio frames) [48], which
requires very low bandwidth as it supports a CBR of 8kbps. Skype
also uses G.729 when making and receiving calls to landlines and
mobile phones (SkypeOut/SkypeIn service). It is also used by most
Cisco hard IP phones [9]. Finally, a number of VoIP phones also
support G.711, which is used in PSTN systems.
Audio must be reencoded when passing between two different
telephony networks. For instance, whereas the audio in a call between two PSTN users is likely to only have been encoded in G.711,
both G.711 and GSM-FR will be applied to the audio for a conversation between users on a PSTN and cellular network, respectively.
Encoding changes occur in media gateways located at the edge of
telephony networks, meaning that VoIP calls can traverse multiple
Internet autonomous systems without necessarily being reencoded.
Through this infrastructure, phone calls are delivered seamlessly
between users. To establish call provenance, we seek to measure
these transformations as well as characteristics of the underlying
networks.

3.
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Figure 2: Packet Loss and Corresponding Energy Drop. The
breaks in the signal (top) that occur due to packet loss are more
accurately determined using the short time energy (bottom) of
the signal.

CALL PROVENANCE

cellular networks can be identified and characterized due to their
vastly different noise characteristics. Finally, since the quality of
the received audio significantly degrades with the number of networks traversed, we extract quality specific features. We create
a feature vector that aggregates feature values obtained from the
packet loss, noise and quality measurements and use it to train a
multi-label classifier to identify the networks that a call originated
and traversed. In addition, we demonstrate how the feature vector
provides call provenance fingerprints that can be used to consistently identify a call source.

The provenance of a call describes the characteristics of the source
and traversed networks. This information can be used to create fingerprints that help distinguish and compare different calls in the absence of verifiable end to end metadata. For example, provenance
can be used to identify if a call has passed through a VoIP network
and, if it has not typically done so, alert the receiver of the change.
At the very least, provenance must be able to distinguish between
traffic that has traversed different telephony networks: PSTN, cellular and VoIP. We investigate whether this can be achieved with
only the audio content available at the receiving end of a call. This
approach is attractive as provenance can be determined without access or modification to intermediate network elements such as gateways or routers.
As a call traverses multiple networks, the audio is repeatedly reencoded with the network’s choice of codec. To illustrate, a Skype
call to a landline is initially encoded using G.729 and re-encoded
using G.711 when it encounters the VoIP-PSTN gateway. If we
can extract artifacts of each of the applied codecs from the received
audio then simple codec to network translation (G.729 =⇒ VoIP)
determines call provenance. In addition, identifying the codec used
in a particular network helps characterize that network. However,
codecs like G.711 are widely used in both PSTN and VoIP systems,
implying codec detection alone is insufficient. Therefore, we seek
additional differentiators.
Networks themselves introduce degradations into call audio. In
VoIP, there are packet losses which are not seen in circuit switched
PSTN networks. Similarly, mobile phones have bit errors due to
fading effects on radio channels. The loss of an entire packet containing 20 ms of speech is measurably different from a small number of incorrect bits. These features are more robust than simply
extracting codec information as packet loss and bit errors are hard
for an adversary to control — an adversary bounded by a lossy connection, many miles away, cannot spoof a lossless, dedicated PSTN
line to a bank.
Solution Overview: To identify and characterize the different
networks a call has traversed we focus on degradations specific
to each network. We first demonstrate how we can identify and
characterize a VoIP network by detecting packet loss or concealed
packet loss in the received audio. We then show how PSTN and

3.1
3.1.1

Identifying VoIP Networks
Detecting Packet Loss

Within an IP network a lost packet can be easily identified using
the sequence numbers present in each packet (metadata). However,
these sequence numbers are lost once the call is retransmitted over
another telephony network. Accordingly, we must identify artifacts
of these lost packets from the received audio. The top graph in Figure 2 shows two seconds of speech encoded with G.711 and transmitted through a VoIP network with a packet loss rate of 5%. The
effect of a lost packet is sometimes visibly identifiable by a break
in the waveform (annotated by arrows). However, such loss can
be detected more accurately by determining the short-time average
energy of the signal, as shown in the bottom graph in Figure 2.
Short-time average energy (STE) is traditionally used in speech
analysis to detect words surrounded by pauses as they cause abrupt
drops in energy levels. This can be adapted to detect a packet loss,
which also causes an abrupt decrease in energy. STE for a signal
y(n) is defined as:

En =

∞
X

y 2 (m) · w(n − m),

m=−∞

where En is the STE for a window of speech w(n). Specifically,
w(n) is a sliding Hamming window of length N , where the speech
samples closer to n are weighted more than those at the window
edge. For the codecs we consider, a packet contains at least 10
ms of audio represented by 80 samples of speech. By making our
3
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Figure 4: Scenarios showing a false negative (top at 7 seconds) and a false positive (bottom at 3.2 seconds).
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Figure 3: Packet Loss Prediction. The dots below show the
actual losses and the ones above are identified by our algorithm.
The close correspondence between the two indicates that we
detect lost packets accurately.
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window length less than 80, multiple values of En are completely
influenced by a dropped packet. This results in the breaks in energy
shown in Figure 2. We detect packet loss by looking for a significant drop in energy followed by an energy floor, accompanied by a
significant energy rise.
We note that the presence of all three of these characteristics is
necessary to detect packet loss as each appears individually even
in speech that has not experienced any packet loss. For instance,
in Figure 2, we see a significant rise in energy at approximately
2 seconds due to the start of a speech segment. This is a result
of Voice Activity Detection (VAD) in VoIP systems where packets
are only sent during active speech to reduce bandwidth. Similarly,
when a speech segment ends there is a significant drop in energy.
Figure 3 shows the STE of a 15 second speech sample, encoded
with G.711 and transmitted through a network with 5% packet loss.
The dots at the bottom are the actual packet losses and the ones
above are the packet losses identified by our detection mechanism.
The close correspondence between the two shows that our detection
mechanism identifies packet loss accurately.
Figure 4 shows false positive and false negative cases for our
detection mechanism. In the top graph, a packet loss occurs at the
start of a speech segment (7 seconds). Since we classify packet
losses based on an energy drop, floor and rise, such losses are not
detected. Note that this conservative approach reduces our false
negatives at the cost of potentially missing a small number of losses
at the beginning and end of speech. False negatives are shown in
the bottom graph in Figure 4 at 3.2 seconds and occur in the rare
case when speech stops and starts in quick succession, with the stop
duration corresponding to a multiple of 80. This pattern occurs only
when there is a voiced “plosive,” or a stop sound in speech, such as
the b sound in the word “about.”
Each time a packet loss is detected, the length of the energy floor
also reveals the codec used in a particular VoIP network. Figure 5
shows the effect of packet loss on two VoIP networks using different codecs: iLBC which encodes 30ms and Speex which encodes
20 ms of speech per packet. The length of the energy floor is larger
for iLBC than Speex. In addition, since G.729 encodes 10 ms and
G.711 encoded 20 ms per packet by default, the length of the energy
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Figure 5: Packet loss affect codecs differently. iLBC encodes
30 ms of audio per packet and therefore a packet loss results
in more audio lost in comparison to Speex which encodes 20
ms of audio.

floor is a good indication of the codec used. We might identify the
wrong codec when consecutive packets are dropped as two consecutive packets dropped in a network using G.729 (10 ms audio) will
be similar to a single packet dropped in a network using G.711 (20
ms audio). However, the probability of consecutive packets being
dropped is lower that the probability of a single dropped packet and
we can identify the codec based on the most commonly occurring
energy floor length.
To summarize, short time energy provides a highly accurate mechanism to determine packet losses and the detection mechanism can
also be used to identify the codec used. Therefore, when a call traverses a potentially lossy VoIP network, the packet loss rate and
the codec used in that network can be extracted from the received
audio.

3.1.2

Detecting Concealed Packet Loss

Some VoIP systems employ packet loss concealment (PLC) algorithms to prevent short speech gaps from affecting call quality.
Such concealment can be carried out at the receiver (reactive) or
with the assistance of the sender (proactive). In reactive recovery,
the lost packet is concealed either with silence, noise or is regenerated by interpolating previously received packets. Proactive recovery algorithms include redundant information such as the previous
packet’s audio with each packet. This approach incurs a bandwidth
overhead and is rarely used. We focus on identifying the effects
4
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Figure 7: The result of testing for the presence of highly correlated in-sequence packets based on the iLBC packet loss concealment algorithm. The algorithm specifically detects iLBC
(solid blue lines) while remaining agnostic to other codecs such
as Speex (dotted green lines)

of receiver side recovery algorithms on the audio and leave sender
side algorithms to future work.
When the concealment mechanism is silence or noise substitution, the STE-based algorithm from the previous section can be
used to detect packet losses by suitably adjusting the energy floor
to correspond to the noise floor. Most VoIP codecs, however, reconstruct lost packets from previous packets. G.711 uses waveform substitution to repeat a portion of the previous packet [49].
In codecs designed specifically for VoIP such as iLBC or Speex,
the concealment algorithm is more elaborate in order to improve
robustness to high packet loss rates. Fortunately, we observe that
concealment techniques are predominantly deterministic and a detection mechanism can be created that exploits the correlation between reconstructed packets and previous packets. We discuss the
details of the PLC algorithm in iLBC to provide further clarity.
iLBC uses a linear predictive coding (LPC) algorithm to represent speech in a significantly compressed form. LPC is based
on the source filter model of speech production, where the larynx
(source) produces sound energy, which when voiced consists of a
fundamental frequency (pitch) and its harmonics. This sound energy is then shaped (synthesis filters) by the vocal tract (throat and
mouth) into enhanced frequency bands known as formants, which
provide speech its intonation. The LPC algorithm inverse-filters the
formants from the speech signal to leave behind the original sound
energy, known as the residual. A codec like iLBC uses the residual, the synthesis filters and dynamic codebook encoding to reduce
the original speech into a set of parameters which can be transmitted. The decoder uses these parameters to reconstruct the residual
and the synthesis filters which when combined re-synthesize the
speech. When a packet is lost, the decoder uses the residual from
the previous packet and creates a new pitch synchronous residual
for the packet to be concealed. Additionally, a random excitation is
added to the new residual (non-deterministic part). The new residual along with the synthesis filters from the previous packet are
used to create speech that will be substituted for the lost packet.
Therefore the new residual will be strongly correlated to the previous packet’s residual. To detect PLC in iLBC we first split the
received audio into packets containing 30 ms audio each (the default for iLBC’s). We then create a pitch synchronous residual from
each packet and compare it to the residual extracted from the next
packet. As these quantities are generally not highly correlated, the
detection of an association between sequential packets is a very
strong indicator of iLBC’s packet loss concealment algorithm. The
packet loss concealment algorithms for the other codecs, though

different, can be detected based on how sequential packets are correlated.
Figure 6 shows a detailed block diagram for the iLBC PLC detection algorithm. Since the encoding procedure in iLBC already
extracts the residual from the audio, we first split the audio into 30
ms chunks and apply the encoding steps defined in Section 3.1 to
3.3 of iLBC RFC 2951 [20]. This includes running a high pass filter to remove noise in the audio, performing LPC analysis to extract
the synthesis filters and then using the synthesis filters along with
the data to extract the residual, r. We use r to generate a pitch synchronous residual r0 as defined in Section 4.5 of iLBC RFC 2951.
r0 will be strongly correlated to the residual from the next chunk of
30 ms of audio if that packet had been lost. We calculate r and r0
for each chunk and report high correlations between as indications
of PLC.
Figure 7 shows the correlation between residuals of a 15 second speech sample encoded with the iLBC codec (solid blue lines)
and transmitted through a VoIP network with a loss rate of 10%.
At each high correlation point (above 0.8) we confirm from our
logs that the particular packet was lost. To show that the PLC detection algorithm is specific to iLBC, we run it on the same 15
second speech sample encoded with Speex instead and transmitted through the 10% loss rate VoIP network. The results are again
shown in Figure 7 as the dashed green lines. Though packets were
lost in this case too, the detection algorithm does not show any high
correlation between residuals, confirming that we can create PLC
detection algorithms specific to the way each codec conceals packets. Since all the codecs use different concealment strategies, in
addition to detecting concealed packet losses our algorithms also
provide a strong indication of the codec used in a particular VoIP
network.
Finally, in Figure 7 we observe that for the 15 second sample
52
=
encoded with iLBC, 54 out of the 501 packets (loss rate = 501
10.38%) were lost and we are only able to identify 9 correlations.
This is largely due to the fact that the PLC algorithm is not completely deterministic (random excitation). However, the number
of concealed packets detected is still indicative of the loss rate.
To show this, we ran our detection algorithm over 15 seconds of
20 male and female American English speech samples from the
5
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Figure 8: Number of concealed packets detected with increasing loss rate in a 15s speech sample. The median number of
concealed packets detected by our algorithm increases with increasing loss rate.

from the Open Speech Repository [55] encoded and decoded using the different codecs. We see that G.711 and GSM-FR can be
clearly identified. Once we identify the codec using these metrics
we can do a simple codec to network translation to determine if a
call has traversed a PSTN network or has originated from a cellular
network. Furthermore these three metrics provide a noise profile of
the network thereby characterizing it.

Open Speech Repository [55] encoded with iLBC and transmitted
through VoIP networks with 0, 1, 5 and 10% loss rates. The association between the number of concealed packets detected and
the packet loss rate are shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows the median and the 25th and 75th percentiles with whiskers specified as
.5 times the interquartile range. We see that the median number of
concealed packets increases significantly as the loss rates increase.
Therefore, the PLC detection algorithm can make approximations
of the loss rate but is not as accurate as the detection algorithm for
unconcealed packet losses.
Our packet loss and packet loss concealment detection algorithms
identify three aspects about the provenance of a call: (1) Whether
the call traversed a VoIP network, (2) the packet loss rate in that network and (3) the codec used in that network. (1) identifies if there
are VoIP networks in the path of a call and (2) and (3) characterize
the VoIP network.

3.2

3.3

Extracting Provenance Data

We have seen how packet loss and packet loss concealment detection identifies and characterizes any traversed VoIP network.
Similarly, the noise profiles identify and characterize any PSTN
and cellular network. Together, we can create fingerprints that detail the provenance of a call.
Call provenance fingerprints consist of two parts: (1) the path
traversal signature and (2) detailed characterization of each network in the path traversal signature. The path traversal signature
identifies the networks that a call traversed and the codec used.
The characterization provides more details of each network. The
features we extract can be used towards both these parts as shown
in Figure 10. To obtain the path traversal signature we first train
a multi-label classifier as shown in Figure 10 using a repository of
speech samples. Each sample is subjected to codec transformations
and network degradations depending on the networks it traverses
(details in Section 4). For each of the resulting audio samples, we
first look for packet losses. If present, we calculate the packet loss
rate which forms the packet loss profile and then add the extracted
codec information and the rate (as G.711 with some loss rate indicates a VoIP network) to the feature vector. Next, we apply the
correlation algorithm to detect packet loss concealment. If the correlation algorithm finds concealed losses, the corresponding codec
is again added to the feature vector along with the number of concealed packets (PLC profile). We then extract the noise profile for
the call audio and add the spectral metrics to the feature vector.
Since the quality of speech degrades with the number of networks
traversed we also obtain call quality metrics from a single ended
quality tool, P.563 [50] and add this to the feature vector. The
multi-label classifier is then trained on each sample’s feature vector
and label. A sample has five labels, each indicating the presence or
absence of a codec. For example a speech sample in our reposi-

Identifying PSTN and Cellular Networks
Through Noise Profiling

Now that we are able to identify and characterize VoIP networks,
we can look for codec specific artifacts in the received audio to
identify PSTN and cellular networks.
Waveform codecs like G.711 are used mostly in PSTN networks
as they capture speech without any compression and require much
higher bandwidth (64 kbps) than most other codecs. They tend to
introduce noise only during speech activity resulting in a strong
correlation between the noise and the signal. This is known as
multiplicative noise and its presence can be determined based on
spectral statistic metrics: spectral level range and the spectral level
deviation. Furthermore, the spectral clarity for such a codec, or the
measured crispness of the audio, is very high. In contrast, since
cellular networks require efficient use of bandwidth they use high
compression codecs like GSM-FR (13 kbps). The spectral clarity
of such codecs suffer due to the significant compression. Spectral clarity quantifies the perceptible difference in call quality that
we experience when talking on a landline versus a mobile phone.
Figure 9 shows the spectral clarity, the spectral level range and deviation for 20 male and female American English speech samples
6

Configuration
Single Network Traversal
PSTN - PSTN
Mobile - Mobile
VoIP - VoIP
Two Network Traversal
PSTN - Mobile
PSTN - VoIP
Mobile - VoIP
Three Network Traversal
PSTN - VoIP - Mobile
PSTN - VoIP - PSTN
Mobile - VoIP - Mobile
Mobile - PSTN - VoIP
Mobile - PSTN - Mobile
VoIP - PSTN - VoIP

Scenario

# Simulated Samples

Plain old telephone call
Short distance call b/w cell phones
Unfederated call b/w VoIP clients e.g., Google Talk
Call b/w PSTN landline and cell phone
Call b/w PSTN landline and VoIP client e.g., SkypeOut
Call b/w cell phone and VoIP client
International call using calling cards
Same as above
VoIP call bridging b/w two mobile phones e.g., Google Talk
Call b/w mobile using a PSTN core network and a VoIP client
Similar as above
Call b/w two commercial VoIP clients e.g., typical Vonage call

20
20
60
320
360
560
1200
240
960
400
80
720
Total = 4940

Table 2: Call Traversal Scenarios. Each of the traversal configurations is representative of a real world scenario.
Audio

Codec
+ PLR

PL Detection

PL Profile

Codec
+ PLC

PLC Detection

PLC Profile

The path traversal signature and the complete provenance fingerprint provide a useful security framework in the absence of any verifiable metadata. The traversal signature alone can be used against
adversaries who are bound by operating constraints. For example,
adversaries trying to spoof a dedicated line to the bank might use
VoIP due to the fact that they can remain largely anonymous and
can make a large number of inexpensive calls. However, the path
traversal signatures for these two calls will be different. To address
this, the adversary can switch to a landline, in which case he has
lost the ability to easily make a large number of calls and potentially compromised his anonymity.
We can also use the complete provenance fingerprint against adversaries as it also characterizes individual networks. Since this
involves capturing detailed profiles of these networks traversed, an
adversary trying to spoof a call needs to be able to match all these
profiles. We show in Section 5 that our fingerprints are able to
discriminate between sources that are in the same city using the
same provider, demonstrating that matching an entire fingerprint
is extremely difficult. Accordingly, we believe our approach is a
significant first step in creating suitable defenses against a host of
attacks possible in today’s diverse telephony infrastructure.

+
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+
Spectral
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Noise Metrics

Noise Profile
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P.563 Scoring
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+
+
=

Path Traversal
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Figure 10: The PinDr0p call provenance extraction algorithm.
After the applied codecs have been detected, packet loss rates
are compared against individual source profiles. The resulting
signature can be used to judge the provenance of an incoming
call.

4.

We evaluate our approach based on two metrics: (1) the accuracy of our multi-label classifier in predicting the correct network
traversal signature of a call and (2) the ability of our provenance
fingerprint to consistently identify a call source. We discuss the
evaluation of the first in this section and analyze the second in the
following section.

tory that was encoded using GSM-FR (originated at a cellphone),
then re-encoded using iLBC (traversed a VoIP network) and finally
re-encoded using G.711 (receiving end point is a landline) would
have a ’1’ for three labels (GSM-FR, iLBC and G.711) and a ’0’
for Speex and G.729. Multi-label classifiers have been used significantly in text categorization [52, 33, 62] and we use a set of
standard reduction techniques to convert the multi-label data into a
single label model. The classifier then learns which features best
predict the presence or absence of a label.
For any new call audio we perform the same procedure, but
do not add any label as the classifier will predict a set of labels
based on the learned model. The prediction of the classifier for the
path traversal signature, along with packet loss, noise and quality
profiles, represents the call provenance fingerprint for a particular
source in PinDr0p.

3.4

EVALUATION

4.1

Experimental Setup

We train and test the multi-label classifier against a repository
of speech samples that are subjected to a representative set of realworld call traversal scenarios and network degradations. We assume calls can traverse one, two or three networks as most call scenarios fall into one of these cases; however, our methodology can
be extended to deal with additional transcoding. Table 2 shows the
considered call traversal configurations. Single network traversals
represent calls that are contained within one system. For example, the VoIP-VoIP scenario occurs when two Skype users call each
other. Since both clients are connected to the Internet, they communicate through a set of relays (supernodes) and the call stays

Security Implications
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Metric
Hamming
Loss
Accuracy

completely within the IP network. Two network traversals are calls
from users on one telephony technology to users on another. There
are six possible combinations and for brevity we only list three
of them, in each case subsuming the symmetric traversal scenario
(i.e., PSTN-Mobile and Mobile-PSTN are categorized as a single
scenario). Finally, three network traversals occur when providers
attempt to take advantage of the benefits offered by each telephony
technology. For instance, while calls between two Vonage clients
within the US can be completely VoIP-VoIP, Vonage specifically
transmits the call over the PSTN backbone due to its QoS guarantees. Similarly, most international calling card services use VoIP
across the Internet as this provides an inexpensive calling alternative.
Our experiments use speech samples from the Open Speech Repository [55], which contains samples of 20 different American English speakers, 10 male and 10 female, speaking phrases from the
Harvard sentence list [3]. These samples are used for standardized testing of PSTN, VoIP and cellular systems as recommended
by the IEEE Recommended Practices for Speech Quality Measurements [4]. Each sample is 40 seconds long, but we consider only
the first 15 seconds, as call quality algorithms such as P.563 typically use this length to determine call quality metrics.
We consider the most popular narrowband codecs for encoding
calls in our experiments. Specifically, we use G.711 for PSTN
systems, G.711, G.729, iLBC and Speex for VoIP systems, and
GSM for cellular systems. Calls traversing two telephony networks (e.g., VoIP to cellular) are transcoded to the new codec.2
Since transcoding is not always defined for a pair of codecs, we
follow the common practice of converting to and from an intermediate G.711 form. We use the PJSIP [38] suite of applications
to encode and perform the necessary conversions between codecs.
PJSIP contains open source SIP and media stacks and is part of the
European Broadcasting Union Audio over IP standard [17]. It supports G.711, iLBC, Speex and GSM. For G.729, we integrate the
Intel Integrated Performance Primitives Library [25] into PJSIP.
In addition to the codecs, each traversed network is characterized
by its signal degradation characteristics. VoIP networks experience
packet losses which typically increase in correlation with factors
such as routing distances, “last-mile” unreliability, network congestion and over-subscription. For VoIP networks, we simulate packet
loss rates of 1, 5 and 10%. For bit errors occurring from multi-path
fading radio channels in mobile networks, we use a GSM traffic
channel simulator developed for Simulink [32].
Experiments are conducted by taking one speech sample from
the Open Speech Repository and encoding it with the appropriate
codec using PJSIP. Samples corresponding to packet losses or signal degradations found in the traversed telephony network are also
generated and tested (e.g., packet loss in iLBC, multi-path fading
in GSM). We also append the codec multi-label for each generated
sample. We aggregate all possible resulting speech samples into a
corpus. The number of samples for each of the traversal scenarios
is shown in Table 2.
We run the feature extraction algorithms described in Section
3.3 on each of the speech samples and then train and test a multilabel classifier on the resulting feature vector and label. We use
Mulan [51], an open source Java library for multi-label learning, to
create our machine learning classifier.

4.2

Precision
Recall

1
|D|
1
|D|
1
|D|
1
|D|

Definition
P
|Yi 4Pi |
· |D|
i=1
|L|

BR
.09

LP
.1

RAkEL
.05

|Yi ∩Pi |
|Yi ∪Pi |
|Yi ∩Pi |
|Pi |
Pi=1
|D| |Yi ∩Pi |
i=1
|Yi |

83.7%

83.7%

91.6%

91.5%

89.3%

93.7%

90.3%

89.3%

97%

·
·
·

P|D|

Pi=1
|D|

Table 3: Accuracy of multi-label classifier using C 4.5 decision
trees. RAkEL outperforms the simpler binary relevance and
label power set reduction techniques.
including Binary Relevance (BR), Label Power (LP) set and Random k-Labelsets (RAkEL) [53] to convert the multi-label into a single label. The resulting labels can then be classified by any of the
traditional single-label classifiers. We use C4.5 decision trees as the
underlying single-label classifier as it outperforms other classifiers
that we considered including Naive Bayes and Neural Networks.
Using the corpus described above, we use 10-fold cross validation
to measure the accuracy of the multi-label classifier under the three
reduction techniques. Our results are described in Table 3. We
define the metrics as specified in the multi-label classification literature [52]. Let the multi-label dataset consist of |L| labels (five
in our case) and |D| instances in the test set, with each instance
i represented by feature vector fi and label Yi . The classifier C
makes label predictions Pi = C(fi ) for each instance fi . For a
test instance with known path traversal signature, the classifier predicts a label using only the feature vector. The metrics defined help
quantify the difference between the predicted and actual labels.
We find that RAkEL has the lowest Hamming loss and the highest accuracy of 91.6%. The results show that we are able to predict
which networks a call traversed with high accuracy. We also find
that the majority of misclassifications occur for samples that traversed a VoIP network with 0% packet loss rate. We plan to study
how to distinguish VoIP, PSTN and cellular codecs when there are
virtually no degradations as part of future work.

5.

REAL-WORLD TESTING

The complete provenance fingerprint of a call consists of the path
traversal signature, and profiles for packet loss, concealment, noise
and quality. If this fingerprint remains consistent for a call source, it
provides valuable metadata that can be used to identify and distinguish different calls purely from the received audio. We asked different users to make a set of 10 live calls to our testbed in Atlanta,
GA from 16 different locations around the world, including Australia, India, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom and France.
The complete list of locations is shown in Figure 11.
Each call lasts approximately 20 seconds. We extract features
and profiles from the received audio and then label all calls from
a call source with the same unique label. We then train a neural
network classifier for N sets of the 10 call sets (set = one call from
each source). We vary N from one to five and then test with five
new call sets. This represents the scenario that a user labels a set
of calls and expects subsequent calls coming from the same source
to be labeled correctly by our algorithm. Our experiment evaluates
the tradeoff between labeling effort and accuracy.
The results show that even if a single set of 16 calls is labeled,
the remaining five sets of calls from the 16 different locations are
identified with the correct call source label with 90% accuracy. The
accuracy increases quickly to 96.25% for two, 97.5% for three,
97.5% for four and 100% for five labeled sets. Figure 12 shows the
confusion matrix for 1, 3 and 5 training sets.

Classification Results

Multi-label classifiers can use a variety of reduction techniques
2

Recall that VoIP calls can cross multiple autonomous systems
throughout the Internet without being transcoded.
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Atlanta
PSTN Origin
Cellular Origin
Skype Origin
MagicJack Origin
Vonage Origin
MyNetPhone Origin

Figure 11: We tested our system using multiple sources from four continents: North America, Europe, Asia and Australia. Specifically, we recorded incoming calls from five different PSTN phones in Atlanta, GA, Dallas, TX, and France; four different mobile
phones in Atlanta, GA, New York City, NY, San Jose, CA and London, UK; six VoIP phones in Atlanta, GA (Skype and Vonage),
Baltimore, MD(MajicJack), Pune, India(MagicJack), Dubai, UAE(Vonage) and Melbourne, Australia (MyNetPhone).

Accuracy = 90%

Accuracy = 97.5%

Accuracy = 100%
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Figure 12: The confusion matrix for the live-captured call data trained with labels for (a) one set of calls, (b) three sets of calls and
(c) five sets of calls from all call sources. The accuracy on even a singly labeled training set is 90% and quickly jumps to 100% with
5 labeled training sets.
Even with a singly labeled training set (Fig 12(a)) we find that
all VoIP calls are correctly identified as they are easily distinguishable from the other networks. They are also distinguishable among
themselves as they are geographically spread across Atlanta, Maryland, Dubai, Pune and Australia and each has a different packet loss
concealment profile. In some cases we were pleasantly surprised by
the actual differentiator. We found that Vonage calls from Atlanta
were distinguishable from all the other VoIP calls based on its high
spectral level range (noise profile) rather than the packet loss profile. We suspect that this is due to the fact that Vonage calls almost
immediately transfer to the PSTN backbone for quality of service,
while other services predominantly use VoIP. However, we did not
observe this in the international Vonage call from Dubai where the
call path would be predominantly VoIP, instead, to make the call
affordable.
Figure 12(a) shows that even with a singly labeled training set we
are able to distinguish between the three landlines from Atlanta, including the two from within the Georgia Tech campus, demonstrating that even for similar call sources the characteristics can be significantly different. We also see that three of the five calls from the
London mobile phone are misclassified as a mobile phone call from
New York and one call was misclassified as a landline call from

France. The provenance of the call from London seems to be misclassified based on either the distance similarity (both coming from
Europe) or the same origin network (cell). The number of misclassifications for the test set containing 80 calls (16locations × 5)
drops significantly from 10 to 3 and then to 2 with increasing the
number of training sets. With five labeled call sets being trained
we have no misclassification showing that with each extra label the
classifier becomes increasingly accurate.
The profiles that we capture for each source are consistent for the
same call source but have enough variability to allow us to distinguish different call sources. Although we still require 15 seconds of
call audio before being able to identify the provenance, we believe
that an attempt to steal sensitive information (e.g., bank account
numbers) from a potential victim requires significantly more time.
Accordingly, users should be sure to wait at least this amount of
time before disclosing such information. We plan to investigate the
uniqueness of a larger number of call sources as part of future work.

6.

DISCUSSION

In this section, we investigate some of the limitations of our current infrastructure and discuss a number of future extensions that
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will both improve the accuracy of our detection and its resistance
to more active adversaries.

6.1

mon, it is possible that some international calls may be transcoded
by as many as five different codecs while in flight between their
source and destination. The repeated decoding and encoding of audio information drastically reduces its quality at the receiver end
of the call and may also obscure the presence of the intermediary
networks given the elevated noise levels present in the sample.

Limitations

Our call provenance infrastructure is designed to detect codecs
and path characteristics associated with a given source. In spite of
its relative strength, there exist a number of limitations associated
with our current system. For instance, unlike Caller-ID systems,
our call provenance infrastructure requires that the receiver answer
the call before its source can be verified. This may not be useful
to those using Caller-ID as a means of deciding whether or not
to take a call. This shortcoming could potentially be addressed
by pushing our mechanism into the cloud. Incoming calls could
potentially be forced to first interact with a recording, which could
collect sufficient audio for analysis, before reaching the intended
target. We leave the details of such a system to future work.
We currently rely heavily on packet loss characteristics of the
path between sources and our testbed to differentiate VoIP fingerprints. While instantaneous packet loss rates certainly fluctuate,
paths and their corresponding loss patterns are relatively stable in
the Internet [37]. However, we recognize that our packet loss profiles may need to be more accepting of diurnal cycles and temporary anomalies and plan to study such issues as we continue to
extend the PinDr0p infrastructure.
As an implementation decision, we currently associate a source
with a single fingerprint. This assumption is appropriate when dealing with an immobile source such as a corporate calling center.
However, individual users may take advantage of the mobility allowed by VoIP software such as Skype to legitimately place calls
from a number of different locations. The advantage in such a scenario is that the receiver is likely to recognize the caller’s voice and
can therefore manually associate new fingerprints to a particular
source.
Lastly, we have attempted to analyze the most widely used codecs
in our study. However, other less widely use codecs were not considered in this initial study. For instance, the Adaptive Multi-Rate
(AMR) codec, which provides higher audio quality and is beginning to compete with GSM on mobile devices, and a handful of others such as the Enhanced Variable Rate Codec (EVRC) for CDMA
networks will be considered as part of our future work.

6.2

6.3

Additional Applications

We have focused the work in this paper on using call provenance to address Caller-ID spoofing attacks. However, the utility
of PinDr0p is not limited to this task. While stories of VoIP-based
phishing (vishing) have become popular in the media [57, 45], the
extent to which such calls are occurring compared to traditional
telephony fraud is unknown. The deployment of our infrastructure in a distributed fashion may help to answer this question. In
particular, the use of call provenance in this space can assist in determining the prevalence and potentially the identity of individual
vishing campaigns. While we leave the details of such an infrastructure to future work, we hope to be able to provide the security
community with a tool for better understanding such attacks.
PinDr0p may also be useful as a means of authenticating channels. For instance, credit card and home security companies often use Caller-ID information as a second factor of authentication
when customers call with account questions. Such organizations
could increase the number and difficulty of questions asked of the
caller based on the measured provenance of the incoming call. In
multi-factor authentication analysis, PinDr0p can be used to determine if information exchange through a website and a phone call
are truly independent. Finally, PinDr0p could also be used by law
enforcement agencies for call forensics.

7.

Proposed Extensions and Future Work

We intend to continue improving the robustness of PinDr0p through
a number of extensions. While admittedly difficult, an adversary
capable of replicating all of the codecs and path characteristics associated with the path between a legitimate source and target receiver would potentially be able to be identified as the profiled
source. This process not only implies that the adversary has correctly guessed all of the codecs applied by intermediary hops, but
that they can ensure that their traffic exhibits similar packet loss,
bit error and noise characteristics as a legitimate connection. This
is exceptionally difficult as an adversary, for example, can not decrease the packet loss characteristics of an intermediary network
that they do not control. Our approach therefore represents a significant improvement over the current state of the art.
While we currently detect the presence of as many as three different codecs applied to audio, our mechanisms do not uncover the
order in which the codecs were applied. Determining codec order
is an extremely difficult problem on the surface. Knowledge of this
ordering will make spoofing attempts by an adversary located off
the path more difficult.
Finally, we are interested in extending our analysis to include
a larger number of intermediary networks. While highly uncom10
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CONCLUSION

Caller-ID has long been viewed as a reliable means of identifying the source of a call. However, this mechanism is now easily
spoofable through a variety of free and low-cost techniques. In
this paper, we take a first step towards a mechanism capable of determining call provenance — the source and the path taken by a
call. We leverage attributes of the audio delivered to the receiver,
including characteristics of the applied codes, packet loss profiles
and bit error rates. We use these measurable elements to identify
the codecs applied to incoming calls passing through as many as
three intermediary types of telephony networks with a 91.6% accuracy. Moreover, fingerprints for specific sources were identified
with between 90% and 100% accuracy with one and five training
sets, respectively. Through additional device-specific fingerprinting mechanisms and distance estimation techniques, we believe
that our mechanisms can be further improved and made more robust to attack.
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